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Introduction and Administrative
Thanks to Atlantic Aviation for the use of their facility.

Restroom and Refreshments

Sign-In Sheet - Use your FAASafety.gov email address to 
receive WINGS credit.

You will be added to the IMC Club Meeting notification list 
unless you indicate not to - you can always unsubscribe 
using a link in the email.



IMC Club Purpose
The IMC Club’s purpose is to promote instrument flying, proficiency, 
and safety. The intent is to create a community of pilots willing to 
share information, provide recognition, foster communications, 
promote safety, and build proficiency in instrument flying.

IMC Club is a subsidiary of the Experimental Aircraft Association (EAA). 
Continued participation in IMC Club activities requires an active EAA 
membership. See your meeting coordinator for more information.



WINGS Credit Procedure
You must now personally request WINGS credit for attending an IMC 
Club Meeting

1. Sign into your account at FAASafety.gov
2. Under Activities, Sourses, Seminars & Webinars, select Activities
3. In the Activities search box put IMC (Leave WINGS and AMT 

selected) and click Perform Search
4. In the 1st column (Activity Type) scroll down to Other Activity, 

EAA-IMC Clut Meeting and select it.



WINGS Credit Procedure
5.    Click on Request Credit

6.    Fill in the IMC Club Meeting Date

7.    Check the box ‘Display all validators…’

8.    Select the IMC Club Coordinator (TRACY RHODES)

9.    Click Submit for Validation

10.  I will receive a notice, check the attendance roster and validate



Notes From Last Meeting
Beech Model 18 with a basic IFR panel flying back from a business 
meeting encounters moderate rain outside and inside the plane.

Any questions or comments?



Foreflight version 12.1 (released today)

1. Runway NOTAMS in the Procedure Advisor

2. Ability to set Recommended Route constraints (altitude, waypoints, FIRs)

3. Altitude Slider Auto mode with altitude-based weather layers while enroute.



Announcements
Tue, Mar 3rd - VMC Club Meeting - 5:30 PM - Reno-Stead Terminal

Wed, Mar 4th - RTAG Celebration of Aviation Banquet - 5:00 PM - Red Hawk Resort

Thu, Mar 5th - EAA Chapter 1361 Meeting - 6:00 PM - Reno-Stead Terminal

Mon, Mar 9 - RTIA User’s Committee Meeting - 4:30 PM - RTAA Board Room

Mon, Mar 9 - AOPA ASI Safety Seminar - 7:00 PM - Reno/Sparks Assoc of Realtors

Fri-Sat, Mar 13-14 - IA Renewal Seminar - 8 AM - 5 PM - Reno-Stead Airport Terminal

Sat, Mar 28 - RTAG Fly-out - Santa Rosa (KSTS) - see RTAG website for more

Thu, Apr 2 - EAA Chapter 1361 Meeting - 6 PM - Reno-Stead Airport Terminal

Sat, Apr 4 - EAA Chapter 1361 Young Eagles Rally - 8 Am - Reno-Stead Airport Terminal 

    



Discussion Topic
Aircraft Approach Categories

Based upon Vref or Vso  at maximum certified landing weight.

For Circling approaches it (along with MDA) determines the radius of the protected airspace.
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Discussion Topic
  AIM 5-4-7

 Category limits: 

1. Category A: Speed less than 91 knots. 

2. Category B: Speed 91 knots or more but less than 121 knots. 

3. Category C: Speed 121 knots or more but less than 141 knots. 

4. Category D: Speed 141 knots or more but less than 166 knots. 

5. Category E: Speed 166 knots or more. 

NOTE− VREF in the above definition 
refers to the speed used in establishing 
the approved landing distance under the 
airworthiness regulations constituting the 
type certification basis of the airplane, 
regardless of whether that speed for a 
particular airplane is 1.3 VSO, 1.23 VSR, or 
some higher speed required for airplane 
controllability. This speed, at the maximum 
certificated landing weight, determines the 
lowest applicable approach category for all 
approaches regardless of actual landing 
weight.



Discussion Topic
What happens when conditions require an aircraft to fly the approach at an 
indicated airspeed above the maximum speed  for its certificated aircraft 
category?

Example: 

Aircraft is normally in Category B and flies the approach at 120 knots. (max 121 knots)

Gusty surface winds require adding a gust factor to the approach speed requiring an approach 
speed of 125 knots.



Discussion - Quiz Time!

    



1. You are choosing an alternate airport for your flight, and it has an 
operable ILS approach. What is the minimum weather required for you 
to list this airport as an alternate? (at your ETA)

     A.  600’ ceiling; 2 SM visibility
     B.  800’ ceiling; minimum visibility for the approach
     C.  Prescribed minimums for the approach
     D.  600’ ceiling; 2 NM visibility



1. You are choosing an alternate airport for your flight, and it has an 
operable ILS approach. What is the minimum weather required for you 
to list this airport as an alternate? (at your ETA)

     A.  600’ ceiling; 2 SM visibility
     B.  800’ ceiling; minimum visibility for the approach
     C.  Prescribed minimums for the approach
     D.  600’ ceiling; 2 NM visibility

FAR 91.169 states that for listing an airport who has a precision approach available, the 
minimum weather required is 600' ceilings and visibility of 2 statute miles at your ETA for the 
alternate. 



2. You are flying a direct IFR flight from Boulder Municipal (KBDU) to Steamboat 
Springs, CO (KSBS). Because there is no published route and MEA/MOCA, what is the 
lowest IFR cruising altitude you are able to use on your way to Steamboat? The highest 
obstacle within 4 NM on either side of your route is 13,176'.

A.  15,176’ MSL
B.  16,000’ MSL
C.  14,176’ MSL
D.  14,600 MSL



2. You are flying a direct IFR flight from Boulder Municipal (KBDU) to Steamboat 
Springs, CO (KSBS). Because there is no published route and MEA/MOCA, what is the 
lowest IFR cruising altitude you are able to use on your way to Steamboat? The highest 
obstacle within 4 NM on either side of your route is 13,176'.

A.  15,176’ MSL
B.  16,000’ MSL
C.  14,176’ MSL
D.  14,600 MSL

      The highest obstacle along this route is 13,176'. FAR 91.177 requires that if you are in mountainous terrain 
without a prescribed minimum altitude, then you must add 2,000' feet to the highest obstacle along the route 
within 4 NM on either side. 13,176' + 2,000' = 15,176' FAR 91.179 states that if you are traveling on a westerly 
course (180 degrees - 359 degrees) you must fly at an even thousand foot altitude. So, we round 15,176' up to the 
next even thousand foot altitude. Your minimum cruising altitude for this route is 16,000'.



3.You are departing a runway that does not have a prescribed ODP or required climb 
gradient. However, according to the federal aviation regulations, you must assure that 
your aircraft is able to meet what standard minimum required climb gradient?

A.  200 FPM
B.  48 FPM
C.  152 FT/NM
D.  200 FT/NM



3.You are departing a runway that does not have a prescribed ODP or required climb 
gradient. However, according to the federal aviation regulations, you must assure that 
your aircraft is able to meet what standard minimum required climb gradient?

A.  200 FPM
B.  48 FPM
C.  152 FT/NM
D.  200 FT/NM

The required minimum climb gradient if one isn't already published is 200 feet per nautical mile.



4.  You are receiving your IFR clearance and hear "climb via the SID." This means...
 

A.  Vertical navigation is ATC responsibility; Lateral navigation is your responsibility

B.  Lateral navigation is ATC responsibility; Vertical navigation is your responsibility

C.  Both vertical and lateral navigation is ATC responsibility

D.  Both vertical and lateral navigation is your responsibility



4.  You are receiving your IFR clearance and hear "climb via the SID." This means...
 

A.  Vertical navigation is ATC responsibility; Lateral navigation is your responsibility
B.  Lateral navigation is ATC responsibility; Vertical navigation is your responsibility
C.  Both vertical and lateral navigation is ATC responsibility
D.  Both vertical and lateral navigation is your responsibility

When ATC gives you a "climb via the SID" instruction, this means that both vertical and lateral 
navigation is your responsibility unless ATC clears you otherwise.



5.  You are at 7,000' MSL in your Gulfstream G650. What is the maximum holding 
airspeed?

A.  265 knots
B.  200 knots
C.  230 knots
D.  250 knots



5.  You are at 7,000' MSL in your Gulfstream G650. What is the maximum holding 
airspeed?

A.  265 knots
B.  200 knots
C.  230 knots
D.  250 knots

For aircraft flying above 6,000' MSL and at or below 14,000' MSL, the maximum holding airspeed 
is 230 knots.



6.  In order to request a contact approach, you must have...

A. 1 SM visibility
B. Remain clear of clouds
C. A published instrument approach procedure for the airport
D. All of these



6.  In order to request a contact approach, you must have...

A. 1 SM visibility
B. Remain clear of clouds
C. A published instrument approach procedure for the airport
D. All of these

To request a contact approach, you need to remain clear of clouds, have at least 1 statute mile 
of flight visibility, and reasonably expect to continue to the airport in those conditions. Plus, the airport 
must have a published instrument approach. (AIM 5-4-25)



7.  You depart Charlotte, NC on 
runway 18C. What minimum FPM 
climb rate are you required to 
maintain if your groundspeed on 
departure is 100 knots.
(Out of date chart)

A. 208 FPM
B. 345 FPM
C. 500 FPM
D. 366 FPM



7.  You depart Charlotte, NC on 
runway 18C. What minimum FPM 
climb rate are you required to 
maintain if your groundspeed on 
departure is 100 knots. 
(Out of date chart)

A. 208 FPM
B. 345 FPM
C. 500 FPM
D. 366 FPM

To calculate your required FPM, you take 
(GS/60) x Required Gradient. In this case 
(100/60) x 220' per NM = 366 FPM.



8.  On instrument approach charts, "published" portions of the procedure are denoted by _____.

A. A circular dashed line marked "en route facilities"

B. Heavy black lines

C. Dashed black lines

D. Thin black lines



8.  On instrument approach charts, "published" portions of the procedure are denoted by _____.

A. A circular dashed line marked "en route facilities"

B. Heavy black lines

C. Dashed black lines

D. Thin black lines

The "published" portions of an approach (as mentioned in FAR 91.175, 

for example) are denoted by heavy black lines on the approach chart.



9. Under Part 91, pilots are allowed to commence an approach even if the reported weather is below 
minimums.

A. True
B. False



9. Under Part 91, pilots are allowed to commence an approach even if the reported weather is below 
minimums.

A. True
B. False

Unlike Parts 121 and 135, Part 91 does not prohibit pilots from "taking a look" if the weather is below minimums for an 
approach. That said, it's not something to be taken lightly. If you're not comfortable flying the approach to minimums, or if 
you're not prepared to fly the missed approach procedure, it's best to go elsewhere (or at least wait for the weather to 
improve).



10.   For filing purposes (on airways), which of the following is the lowest legal altitude?

A. MOCA
B. MEA
C. MCA
D. MORA
E.    MVA
F.     MARSA
G.    MDA



10.   For filing purposes (on airways), which of the following is the lowest legal altitude?

A. MOCA
B. MEA
C. MCA
D. MORA

For filing purposes on airways, the lowest allowable altitude is the minimum en route altitude 
(MEA). However, aircraft can legally operate below the MEA if cleared to do so by ATC.



Tonight’s Scenario

2008 Cirrus SR-22T with Garmin Perspective, GMC 305 autopilot and 
Sirius XM weather

Returning at night from Madison, WI (KMSN) to Chicago Executive 
(KPWK) your home field after having a Garmin Perspective software 
update installed.

Route:     KMSN direct KPWK, expecting RNAV(GPS) RWY 16 



Next IMC Club Meetings
At this location:  

March 24

April 28

May 26



Coordinated by:
EAA Chapter 1361, Inc.

Meetings: 6 pm on 1st Thursday of the Month

Reno-Stead Airport Terminal Meeting Room

Contact: imc-club@eaa1361.org   or   president@eaa1361.org

https://eaa1361.org

Click on ‘Membership’ to join online.

mailto:imc-club@eaa1361.org
mailto:president@eaa1361.org
https://eaa1361.org

